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it didn’t take my parents getting 
smoked in some alley, right in 
front of me, to make me want to 
take my life in this direction. 

in fact, I didn’t have the luxury of being 
there when my Master and Mentor -- my 
legal guardian -- was killed.

I didn’t need some two-bit hood 
to kill my uncle in order for me 
to get my shiT together. 

Guess you can say I’m 
fortunate to have never 
been so irresponsible.

And it wasn’t like I’d died, 
gone to heLL, and come back 
with super powers either.

never needed to overcompensate.
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...And I won’t let you do to 
here what you did to Palatine... 

it’s just that Buffalo Grove 
is my motherfuckin’ city... 

...PANG!
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YOU WiELD THE SWORD  
OF DYOOGiE WiTH SUCH 

DiSRESPECT. BUT I’M 
AFRAiD MY MOTiVES ARE 

MiSUNDERSTOOD. 

I MERELY COME 
TO YOUR CiTY AS 

A...TOURiST. 

You’re playing 
games. I should 

kill you now.

Perhaps I should do 
Master Dyoogie a favor, 
draw my sword, and end 

this dishonor you’ve 
stained his legacy with.

DaMn you!

Stand aside, Ninja #!
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Shall we go?
Gladly.

Thanks, Julian.

The Mayor’s already got it in for 
you. This one’s too high profile. 

We’ll keep an eye on him.

Pang’s done nothing 
wrong. in fact, he’s got a 
meeting with Mayor Song 

tomorrow morning.

if we so much as lose 
you at a stale green 

stop light -- 

Well, I can’t really speak 
to what Ninja # would do 
should you manage to be 

without our protection for 
even an instant.

You know what 
he did to Palatine! 
is Buffalo Grove 
going to be the 
next to fall?

Not on our watch, 
but at the moment, 
everybody’s hands 

are tied -- even 
yours. 

You’ve gotta 
let him pass, 

Ninja #.

That’s enough of 
that. I’m Pete Rogue 

-- BGPD.

That’s my partner Julian Kazar, back 
there. We’re going to be your escorts 
for tonight and the rest of your stay 

here in Buffalo Grove.

They just 

saved 

your life.
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Fuck.
Pang’s arrived.

Most everybody’s 
in play too.

Really? Who are 
the players?

Ninja # almost 
started some 
mess with Pang 
the moment his 
car crossed the 
Buffalo Grove city 
limits. The police 
intervened in time.

He’s 
nowhere 

near strong 
enough to 
take Pang 

down. 

Yes. 

the police are playing 
Pang straight-up. I admire 
Commissioner Gyro’s resolve.

Challenges are always nice.

Refreshing, wouldn’t you say, Scux?

He CaN’t be bought or intimidated 
and HAS surrounded himself with 
officers who honestly want to 
make a difference. 

interesting -- although not 
surprising. Ninja # would have 
died instantly had he gone head-
to-head with Pang.

Already? His punctuality is impeccable. 
He’ll seize on any opportunity to get 
control of Buffalo Grove.
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I need to 
let off some 

steam…

Acknowledged.

Well, that takes care of 
the law enforcement and 
vigilante angles. What of the 
underworld contingent?

Pang took your bait. Does he 
know it was you that set the 
trap, Ref?

minimal.

That’s odd. The Yin must 
balance out the Yang. 
I expect things to 
become quite explosive 
in Buffalo Grove.

Oh, I’m sure of it. 
Only one of us will 
survive this round 
with breath left 
remaining in his lungs.

Pang would never have taken my 
bait had I not left a careless 
opening for him which might 
mean my very own end.

Then it’s finally time to 
decide this. Have I lived to 
see you actually become 
impatient for once?

Hardly. There’s a fine line between 
taking a highly calculated risk and 
being reckless. Only time will tell on 
which side of this line my fate falls.

Return to base, Scux. 
Now we wait. 

Pang meets with the Mayor in the 
morning, so I expect to see him 
during the afternoon, or possibly 
the evening hours. 

We must prepare for the 
first battle of this round.

What are your 
orders for me?
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Man, this 
guy Ref is 
a genius.

Eh?
You realize it’s people 
like him that keep us 
employed in this city?

Heck, half of the 
Skrellos in this 

depository must be his.

What did he 
do now?

You remember that 
grant that Ref gave to 
the Trellix institute?

This busted 
coffee machine 

is fuCKin’ 
around.

The scientists at 
Trellix figured out 
how to reinforce 
Clay Manifolds.

That means there’s 
nothing to stop them 

from creating the heated 
road system across 

Buffalo Grove. OH Really?

Yeah, can you imagine that? 
Snow’s no longer gonna be a 

problem for us.

I hate drivin’ on that shit. 
How soon do you think 

they can --

BLAAAM!
ZZZZPPP 

... Ugghhhh!!!!... Ugghhhh!!!!

Who the fuCK 
are you.

How the heLL did 
you get in...
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BLAAM!

…HE--!!!

Thunderstorms are 
looming. Doesn’t 

look like that rain’s 
going to let up 
anytime soon. 

Back to you, 
Michelle. 

Ok, thanks 
for that, 

David. 

in other news, low carb 
foods have been linked 
to being a leading cause 

of cancer--asd  

CLIK
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This is gonna be our 
best score yet!

The truck’s 
almost loaded.

Good. 

Keep that engine warm. 
We gotta move!

Ready whenever 
you are. Just give 

the signal.

Excellent. This is 
fuCKing brilliant!

Yeah, this new guy’s amazing -- 
and in record time too.

One more 
trip oughta…

ZZZZPPP 

…do it.
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ZZZZPPP 
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THUP

shuh-shk
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Let’s just say...

But how did you do 
the thing with those 
security cameras?

Police reports 
couldn’t explain that 

distortion in the 
recordings either, 

huh?

shuh-shk

So you really are as 
good as they say.

What better way to 
pull a bank job than 
teleport in and out 
-- miles away with no 
feasible traces of 
entry or departure 

whatsoever. 

I would have 
to say the same 

about you.

How… did 
you know?

I didn’t.

I was just walking 
around and happened 

upon this site.

There have 
been three bank 
robberies this 

month, with not so 
much as a tire track 

from a getaway 
vehicle.

entire vaults, 
with no air inside, 
have been looted 

without being 
physically 

opened.
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BLAAAM!

Know this 
Ninja #... 

...IT’S IN MY 
NATURE!
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it was Tunnel Diode 
that defeated you! 

ZZZZPPP ZZZZPPP 

ShiT!

BLAAAM!ZZZZPPP 

...and you’re
POWERLESS.
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But how?
I had you!

The fuCK is so 
funny, Ninja?!

You’re pathetic. 

Somebody turns the 
tables on you by using 

Ninja Speed to mimic your 
uncanny ability...

...and you’re
POWERLESS. DaMMit. 

Where is 
he?!

But that’s not even 
the pathetic part.

I’ve got 
you!

ZZZZPPP KRRNCH
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As I was
SAYING... ...the pathetic 

part is... 

that you chose 
perhaps the slowest 

weapon around to 
compliment your 

ability.

No you don --

ZZZZzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzPPP 

FUHP
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You fool! if I don’t concentrate, 
we can rematerialize in between the 
bricks of a building or something.

DaMMit, just let go of me!

Then you’d better concentrate.

That’ll almost happen.

Surely, your good nature will 
not allow you to sacrifice the 
both of us with this lunacy.

As long as I take you with me, 
it would be an honorable death.

You’re crazy!

Die in honor. Always.

FuCK this!
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Honey?

Honey?!

BLAM! NO!

OH GOD...

THUDD
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Come on, 
fuCKer.

No... Just....

I’ve got to 

stop him... 

...before anybody else gets hurt...

THUDD

Too weak to 
teleport...

Mom? Dad? Can you 
give me FiVE more 
minutes before 

dinner?

I just made 
it to the last 
level of Mega 

Maze!

...But 
that’s what 

hostages are 
for. Come on 

old man!
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ZOIP
BEEEDOOP

PLING

whirrp
BEEEDOOP

ZOIP

My game! 

BLAM!

Dad?
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Looks like 
my powers are 

returning. 
We’re 

about to 
go for a 

little trip, 
kid.

What’s the matter, kid? 
I thought head shots were 
the best way to put someone 

down in a video game. 

HAHA
HAHA

NOOOOO!!! GOTCHA!
Ninja #!

BLAAMM!
NO!
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SSSSKKKKZZZZZZ

SSSSKKKKZZZZZZZZZZZ

SSSSKKKKZZZZZZ
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SSSSKKKKZZZZZZ
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Where the fuCK 
do you think 
you’re going?

...
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TELEPORT!!

ZZZZPPP 

TELE--

I just saved your life. Let this 
madness end as a stalemate.

it will end with your death, 
Tunnel Diode!

I don’t have enough energy 
for this -- Please!
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ZZZZPPP 
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PLEASE…
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SKREEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEE
Hated to 

throw you...
under the bus 

like that...

...but you 
were getting 
on my fuCKing 

nerves...

I take it this one’s 
not stopping at 

Zorbulan Boulevard.
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I think 
she likes me.

Careful now. 
We’re still 
on duty.

Pang still on 
that computer?

Yep.

To be a bug 
on the wall....

You sure you 
don’t wanna go 

some place more 
quiet to prepare 
for tomorrow?

But inefficiency also 
serves to clarify. 

True, the 
atmosphere is of 
chaos. And chaos 

breeds inefficiency. 
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house_of_Pang_2005 (11:22:29 PM): Are you ready?
Mr. D (11:22:58 PM): my people have located the scrolls!
house_of_Pang_2005 (11:23:06 PM): Excellent. :)
> (11:23:30 PM): Where were they? Where are they now?
Mr. D (11:23:39 PM): ....house_of_Pang_2005 (11:24:01 PM): Well?!

Mr. D (11:24:06 PM): we suffered a little bit of a set back
house_of_Pang_2005 (11:24:17 PM): HOW SO
> (11:24:22 PM): !!!!
Mr. D (11:24:34 PM): :(house_of_Pang_2005 (11:25:04 PM): The Scrolls of ‘E No’o Ake Ra are 

absolutely CRITICAL!
Mr. D (11:25:09 PM): i know that the scrolls of enoakira (sp.?) are pretty 

important to you
house_of_Pang_2005 (11:25:21 PM): You couldn’t POSSIBLY know....

Mr. D (11:25:32 PM): i know you’re paying me and my people a lot of skrellos

> (11:25:45 PM): lol
> (11:25:51 PM): our point man got killed earlier tonight
house_of_Pang_2005 (11:26:06 PM): ????????????????????????

> (11:26:14 PM): WHAT INCOMPETENCE!!!!Mr. D (11:26:17 PM): i can at least take solice in that it wasn’t my fault

> (11:26:19 PM): Pang listen - no worries> (11:26:46 PM): will just have to do a frontal assault

To clarify 
the need 

for order.

Your presentation 
looks great. The 

Mayor would be a 
fool not to accept.

Yes, he would.

Yes.

Mr. D (11:22:00 PM): u there?

> (11:22:09 PM): come on

house_of_Pang_2005 (11:22:23 PM): Yes.
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Mr. D (11:26:54 PM): to be honest, i prefer that method anyway
> (11:28:49 PM): forget all of that sneakin around crap. i never worked with this 

Tunnel Diode guy before in my lifehouse_of_Pang_2005 (11:35:59 PM): Unbelievable.
Mr. D (11:38:54 PM): yeah, welcome to Buffalo Grove :P
house_of_Pang_2005 (11:40:33 PM): You need to make this right.

Mr. D (11:40:43 PM): brb> (11:40:53 PM): <logs off>house_of_Pang_2005 (11:40:57 PM): ...?> (11:41:16 PM): How DARE you?!?!?!Mr. D (11:52:03 PM): <logs on>> (11:52:16 PM): sorry about thathouse_of_Pang_2005 (11:52:23 PM): By not being able to make use of Tunnel 

Diode’s special ability, our chances of achieving success have been GREATLY diminished.

> (11:52:28 PM): I will be forced to lead the mission to recover the Scrolls of ‘E No’o Ake 

Ra myself.
Mr. D (11:52:34 PM): coolhouse_of_Pang_2005 (11:58:02 PM): But first, I must deal with Ref....

> (11:58:06 PM): And eventually, I will make it a point to deal with the person that 

created this setback.
> (11:58:12 PM): Tell me.Mr. D (11:58:22 PM): eh?house_of_Pang_2005 (11:58:25 PM): Who is responsible for this IMPUDENCE?!

Mr. D (11:58:36 PM): i don’t even know what that word means, but the person who 

killed Tunnel Diode was

TO BE CONTINUED!
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 On the surface, Ninja # would appear to be 
cold, heartless, and unfeeling as he fights the good fight 
through questionable means, ruthless efficiency, and a 
brutally honest methodology. 

 Buffalo Grove, a thriving city of millions, not 
only attracts intergalactic attention because of its diverse 
culture but also every lunatic from the Earth to Zahn and 
all dimensions in between. 

 He is the city’s Champion, and in this universe,  
it is often better to be strong and wrong than to be 
correct and appear weak…

BuffALo gRoVE’S 

finEST 


